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Jiomeet app in jio phone

It's 2019, and no matter how much your friend too hipster wants to tweet otherwise, mobile apps are both a part of our lives and the ever-increasing price of your morning latte. With over 2 million apps to choose from, the tech-y possibilities are limitless, but its beautiful phone battery definitely isn't. So how are you supposed to know which
ones you should have? If your idea of fun is to try each app until you find the perfect combination to meet your daily needs, go ahead. But for those who don't want to waste time scrolling through the App Store, we've rounded up a list of mobile apps to keep your day running smoothly, from waking up to bed. GET OFF TO A GOOD
STARTAlarmy Cost: FreeBy now, we know that pressing the postpone button for a few additional zzz doesn't give you more energy, and can start your morning at a rather unproductive pace. So if you hate waking up in the morning, what are you supposed to do? Enter Alarmy, the app that will get your ass out of bed, literally. There are
three separate ways to turn off the excessively annoying alarm: shake, resolve, or adjust. Shaking your phone like a salt shaker for a certain amount of repetitions gives your forearms a mini-workout and makes your blood flow, making getting back to sleep a little impossible. Solve a math problem? Easy for some, harder for others, but still
get brain cells to kick (and it's definitely a better alternative to scrolling social media first thing in the morning). But the real reward is the snap function, where you have to take a photo of a default place in your home. By the time you finish one of these, you'll be awake. Screenshot via Keelo/ShutterstockKeeloCost: Free, $12.99/month
premium planIntre walk, drive, or take public transportation to the gym and back, fighting for a twist on the squat machine, and trying not to embarrass yourself in front of Arnold Schwarznegger-bodybuilder guys, going to the gym in the morning looks like a hard pass. No problems, no questionable gym hygiene, just you and your sweat.
And the best part is that the workouts are less than 20 minutes away, perfect for squeezing before starting the day. Dark SkyCost: $3.99Commit caught in a storm is fun on rom-coms, but not so much when you're running home through puddles of water without an umbrella. With Dark Sky on your phone, however, there are no more
excuses not to know what's going to fall from the sky, or the temperature, or anything else regarding the atmosphere. Dubbed a hyperlocal weather app that uses robot technology to predict weather, Dark Sky gives you the exact minute when it will start raining in the exact spot you are currently in. Capture of through Stop, Breathe and
Think / / Breathe &amp; Think Cost: Free and premium membership $9.99/monthWhen the day arrives at 2pm, you get tired, you get distracted and, in general, grumpy. But this app provides quick and accessible guided meditation to your newer mind and body. Easy to use, Stop, Breathe &amp; Think is designed for all levels of
meditators, from beginners to professionals. Text-based introduction to the app gives beginners the opportunity to learn the basics of meditation. During guided meditations, vibrant images and relaxing audio help users fine-tune the noise of everyday life. So whether you're reeling from a collision with a co-worker or exhausted at the work
subway house, Stop, Breathe &amp; Think can give you the inner peace you need to get through the rest of the day. 3Cost Stuff: $9.99 (for iPhone)Let's face it, there are hundreds of apps to help you manage your hectic workflow, but none are as thoughtful, and customizable as Things. Whether collecting your thoughts or organizing for
next week, Things is the modern to-do list that lets you set timers and add events to your calendar in just a few taps. Use the Tonight feature to separate tasks that you can only mark at home, easily drag and drop items from one day or list to the next, and add headers to split larger projects into smaller tasks. To tell you, the Things app
has a very minimalist design, making your calendar feel less messy already. EVERYTHING ABOUT HOW YOU ENDMate through Cocktail Flow / ShutterstockCocktail FlowCost: Free, premium subscription $4.99 /monthLegating a strong drink at happy hour is fun. Relaxing at home after a long and tedious day behind a desk is also fun.
Combine your two desires for competition with Cocktail Flow, the application that teaches you how to invent a delicious drink in the comfort of your own kitchen. Search for recipes by category, such as strength and even color, and filter through any base spirits you have at home. The free app saves a bartender the cost of tipping, and puts
hundreds of different cocktail recipes at your fingertips to create a happy little hour of your own - minus the crowds. Just WatchCost: FreeKeeping up with all new releases on Netflix, Hulu, Amazon Prime, HBO, etc., is exhausting. And while it's tempting to perform and just watch Martin replays, Just Watch lets you instantly check which
titles have been added to each streaming service without the hassle of scrolling through the home screens yourself. Updated weekly, the app interface is quick and easy; simply select the streaming services you subscribe to and filter the results by genre, date and popularity. IDK days what to see will disappear (although finding a title in
which you and your roommate can agree is still yours). PzizzCost: Free professional subscription $9.99 /monthEentras on longer days, it can still be difficult to relax, relax and turn off all distracting thoughts that keep us awake. For that, there's Pzizz, a sleep app that uses music, a sound effects, and soothing voiceover to make sure you
fall asleep fast, stay on your REM cycle, and wake up feeling like a new person. Using advanced algorithm technology (which we won't even try to explain here), Pzizz creates a custom soundtrack that differs slightly every night, teaching your mind to associate those sounds with a restful sleep. If you want to track the location of a phone
or its owner, the apps listed here can help. You make a noise when you whistle (so you can find it among your other belongings). Others include more sophisticated features that let you know where each member of your family is at any given time. We break down the pros and cons of our eight main selections below. Glympse allows you
and your contacts to share location information with an easy-to-understand interface that clearly shows who is where you are. Use it to send an update, so others know when to wait for a family reunion. Request an update to find out how much longer you have to wait at the restaurant for your co-worker. Or set up a group to see a map of
where your friends are in relation to theater on movie night. You can also use it to get help faster in an emergency. Glympse can be downloaded and used for free on both iOS and Android. Download for: Life360 lets you know where your loved ones are and lets them know their location. It allows you to view the real-time location of those
who give permission to be tracked (it is not legal to track someone without your permission). Know when your partner or other family members go out and reach specified places, such as work, home, and school. There is also a chat feature so you can communicate about transportation or security issues. Life360 has Silver, Gold, and
Platinum plans that cost $4.17/month, $8.33/month, and $16.67/month, respectively. Download for: This app is designed for families or other groups who want to know each other's locations in real time. You can see where everyone in your group is at any time, and you get notifications when they leave a place (such as school, work, or
home) or reach one. You can also see all group members at a glance. The app can also locate lost or stolen phones. Each contact you want to track must give you permission to do so. Familonet is free with the option to upgrade to a Premium version starting at $9.49. Download for: Apple's Find My combines the features of its old Find
My iPhone apps and Find My Friends in one app for iOS13 and more. With it, you and your family members can share their locations at any time. You can set up alerts based on location, to know when family members are safe at home. Are you done sharing? You can easily stop at any time. Those you want to share your location with
must also have the app. It comes installed on iOS devices, and is free to use. You can also use iCloud.com or in conjunction with Family Sharing. Download for: If you tend to lose your Android phone or tablet, this app is for you. Configure it so that when you whistle, it makes a loud noise, even if it is currently in silent mode. Please note
that the app responds to all hissing (even from other people) and other high-pitched noises in the immediate environment. You can upload your own melody to use as an answer when you whistle. Find My Phone Whistle is free, or you can upgrade to Premium for additional functionality, starting at $0.99. Download for: Install this app on
your Android phone to easily find out if it is ever lost or stolen. It uses GPS tracking to find your device, so you get an accurate map location by sending a command from another mobile phone. You can also assign a friend as a trusted contact who will receive a message if a thief replaces the SIM card on your phone. The app also includes
favorite places and reminder functionality so you can get alerts when it's time to go to the gym or wherever you need to be. To get your phone back, you may need to get help from the police. Searching for lost phone is free. Download for: Where's My Droid is one of the first phone tracking apps to appear on the Android market, and it's still
a solid choice if you want to protect your devices. It can help you locate your phone by making it ring or vibrate. It also uses GPS to help you find a lost or stolen device, even with a low battery. Other notable features include the ability to remotely lock your device, remotely erase SD card and phone data, protect access code to prevent
unauthorized app changes, and more. Where's My Droid offers a free version and a paid version that costs $0.99 per month. Download for: The featured feature of iSharing over other apps in this list is the walkie talkie. This allows you to send and receive free voice messages with family members. It also has many of the same benefits as
other family tracking apps, including real-time locations of family and close friends, real-time alerts, GPS tracking for lost or stolen phones, and more. Like other apps on the list, it offers a free version and a premium version, which costs $3.99/month. Download for: Thank you for let us know! Tell us why! Why!
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